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ABSTRACT
Six studies examined the implications of the Grant-
Brownsword, MBTI® Manual, and Beebe models of type
dynamics, the adequacy of the J–P preference pair as a
“pointer variable” for determining which functions are
extraverted and which are introverted, and whether
clearer, more visible effects occur for Extraversion 
compared to Introversion. The results supported a
preference pairs interpretation, cast doubt on J–P as a

“pointer variable,” demonstrated that E–I effects were
caused by the direct role of the E–I preference pair
rather than the expression of effects in the E and I atti-
tudes, and led to the rejection of all forms of type
dynamics. We identified three situations in which type
dynamics conditions are confounded with the MBTI
content of type dynamics groups. First, type dynamics
groups are confounded with each functional preference
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and its opposite, as the dominant and auxiliary functions
include a particular preference, whereas the tertiary and
inferior functions include the opposite preference.
Second, the expression of type dynamics effects in the
E and I attitudes are confounded with the first letter of
several MBTI types. Third, type dynamics conditions
are confounded with their multidimensional MBTI
content. Two studies investigated the implications of
preference multidimensionality, that is, that two or
more preferences are often necessary to describe signif-
icant type effects and relationships. In every case, a clear
hierarchy occurred that conformed to the content con-
ditions and predicted order effects of preference multi-
dimensionality. The highly systematic and orderly results
of this research can be explained by three type variables
or principles—the individual functions as expressed in
the preference pairs, strict effects for the E–I preference
pair, and preference multidimensionality.
Notes:

i For the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) instrument, the eight preference categories are
the following: Extraversion (E) versus Introversion (I), Sensing (S) versus Intuition (N), Thinking
(T) versus Feeling (F), Judging (J) versus Perceiving (P). 

ii Preference Multidimensionality and the Fallacy of Type Dynamics—Part II (Studies 4–6) will be
published in the Journal of Psychological Type® in November, 2008. Tables 12–23 are located in
Part II. 

iii Comprehensive ENDNOTES and REFERENCES for Parts I & II have been included in this issue
for the reader’s convenience.

INTRODUCTION
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) instrument
is based on the typologies of Jung (1923/1971) and
Myers (Myers, 1962; Myers & Myers, 1980). It assesses
four pairs of dichotomous preferences, Extraversion–
Introversion (E–I), Sensing–Intuition (S–N), Thinking–
Feeling (T–F), and Judging–Perceiving (J–P). A four-
letter summary of each individual’s preferences provides
the type classification for 16 different types (e.g., ESTJ
or INFP, TABLE 1). Beginning with publication of the
original (Myers, 1962) and subsequent (Myers &
McCaulley, 1985; Myers, McCaulley, Quenk, &
Hammer, 1998) editions of the MBTI Manual, empirical
support for the preferences is substantial. In this sense,
the MBTI instrument describes four dimensions of per-
sonality and provides for the additive effects (the 16
types) of these dimensions. At this level of analysis, the
MBTI categories are relatively noncontroversial and
conform to the five-factor model (FFM) of personality
(McCrae & Costa, 1989; Newman, 1995; Reynierse,
2000a).

Myers’ (1962) presentation emphasized the
dynamical relationships of the preferences and claimed

that the MBTI assessment provided a method for deter-
mining these relationships, a method described in
detail in later editions of the Manual (Myers &
McCaulley, 1985; Myers et al., 1998) and elsewhere
(e.g., Brownsword, 1987, 1988; Quenk, 1992, 1993).
However, Myers provided no evidence for the dynami-
cal interpretation, a deficiency noted by Mendelsohn’s
(1965) review of the MBTI instrument. Although the
individual preferences were validated, Myers’ inter-
pretation was directed at another unvalidated method-
ology and a different set of typological classes. It is
noteworthy then, that a type dynamics interpretation of
the MBTI measure is the prevailing view within psy-
chological type (Myers et al.; Quenk, 1993), is widely
considered the core of the MBTI typology (Pearman,
1992; Quenk), and Myers’ major contribution
(McCaulley, 1998). By contrast, interpretations based
on the individual preferences are viewed as superficial
and simplistic (e.g., Myers et al.; Pearman, 2001;
Quenk, 1992; Thompson, 1998).

Although type dynamics is central to type theory,
empirical support for it is limited and equivocal (e.g.,
Bayne & Kwiatkowski, 1998; Mitchell, 1995; Myers et
al., 1998), and there has not been a convincing demon-
stration of type dynamics since Myers (1962) intro-
duced it. Still, type dynamics as theory appears to be
widely accepted.

Type dynamics refers to the hierarchical ordering
of Jung’s functions (Thinking, Feeling, Sensing, and
Intuition); the identification of this order as the
Dominant, Auxiliary, Tertiary, and Inferior functions;
and the expression of these functions in the Extraverted
and Introverted attitudes. According to theory, the
Jungian functions reflect opposite perceiving (Sensing
or Intuition) and judging (Thinking or Feeling)
processes that must be differentiated in order to pro-
vide focus and direction for any individual. Within this
framework, there are opposite attitudes for expressing
the functions (Extraversion and Introversion), with
each type expressing the dominant function in its pre-
ferred attitude. Similarly, there are opposite attitudes
(Judgment and Perception) for dealing with the outer
world, that is, that determine which functions are
extraverted. The justification for type dynamics is not
data-based but lies with Jung’s (1923/1971) identifica-
tion of a principal or dominant process and a second-
ary or auxiliary function “whose nature is not opposed
to the dominant function,” and the corresponding
observation that “besides the conscious primary func-
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Table 1. The Dominant, Auxiliary, Tertiary, and Inferior Types According to the Grant-Brownsword
Model of Type Dynamics.

Jungian MBTI Type Dynamics Expressed
Function Type Category Jungian Attitude

Sensing ESTP + ESFP Dominant Sensing extraverted E (Se)1

ISTJ + ISFJ Dominant Sensing introverted I (Si)

ISTP + ISFP Auxiliary Sensing extraverted E (Se)

ESTJ + ESFJ Auxiliary Sensing introverted I (Si)

ENFJ + ENTJ Tertiary Sensing extraverted E (Se)

INFP + INTP Tertiary Sensing introverted I (Si)

INFJ + INTJ Inferior Sensing extraverted E (Se)

ENFP + ENTP Inferior Sensing introverted I (Si)

Intuition ENFP + ENTP Dominant Intuition extraverted E (Ne)

INFJ + INTJ Dominant Intuition introverted I (Ni)

INFP + INTP Auxiliary Intuition extraverted E (Ne)

ENFJ + ENTJ Auxiliary Intuition introverted I (Ni)

ESTJ + ESFJ Tertiary Intuition extraverted E (Ne)

ISTP + ISFP Tertiary Intuition introverted I (Ni)

ISTJ + ISFJ Inferior Intuition extraverted E (Ne)

ESTP + ESFP Inferior Intuition introverted I (Ni)

Thinking ESTJ + ENTJ Dominant Thinking extraverted E (Te)

ISTP + INTP Dominant Thinking introverted I (Ti)

ISTJ + INTJ Auxiliary Thinking extraverted E (Te)

ESTP + ENTP Auxiliary Thinking introverted I (Ti) 

ESFP +ENFP Tertiary Thinking extraverted E (Te)

ISFJ + INFJ Tertiary Thinking introverted I (Ti)

ISFP + INFP Inferior Thinking extraverted E (Te)

ESFJ + ENFJ Inferior Thinking introverted I (Ti)

Feeling ESFJ + ENFJ Dominant Feeling extraverted E (Fe)

ISFP + INFP Dominant Feeling introverted I (Fi)

ISFJ + INFJ Auxiliary Feeling extraverted E (Fe)

ESFP + ENFP Auxiliary Feeling introverted I (Fi)

ESTP + ENTP Tertiary Feeling extraverted E (Fe)

ISTJ + INTJ Tertiary Feeling introverted I (Fi)

ISTP + INTP Inferior Feeling extraverted E (Fe)

ESTJ + ENTJ Inferior Feeling introverted I (Fi)
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theory and research that surface throughout the present
research. First, how are type dynamics groups formed
(or identified)? Type dynamics has established rules 
or operations that arrange the MBTI preferences in 
prescribed, ordinal relationships. In this research we
examined predictions from type dynamics for groups
and their ordinal relationships formed by type dynam-
ics rules or operations (Studies 1–3). Second, what is
their composition (or content)? In the course of this
research, we identified three sources of confounding in
which type dynamics conditions are confounded with
the MBTI composition or content of type dynamics
groups. We then present appropriate control condi-
tions and three additional studies (Studies 4–6) that
untangle this confounding and arrange the MBTI 
preferences according to the ordinal relationships 
prescribed by their MBTI content.ii

STUDY 1
Brownsword (1987, 1988) provided a general frame-
work for conceptualizing type dynamics within the
framework of the MBTI measure and identified three
rules for forming type dynamics groups. First, Js
extravert their judging function, T or F, but introvert
their perceiving function, S or N. By contrast, Ps
extravert their perceiving function, S or N, but introvert
their judging function, T or F. Thus, type dynamics uses
J–P as a “pointer variable” in which the J–P preference
pair identifies how someone prefers to deal with the
outer world, that is, which functions are extraverted.
This use of J–P is categorically different from the other
MBTI preference pairs but is central to how type
dynamics groups are formed. Second, for Es the extra-
verted function is dominant, and the introverted 
function is auxiliary. By contrast, for Is the introverted
function is dominant, and the extraverted function is
auxiliary. Third, the opposite of the dominant is the
inferior, which is introverted if the dominant is
extraverted, but extraverted if the dominant is intro-
verted. Similarly, the opposite of the auxiliary is the ter-
tiary, which is introverted if the auxiliary is extraverted,
but extraverted if the auxiliary is introverted.

Explicit within type dynamics is the idea that for
any individual, the four functions are ordered in terms
of individual preference and effectiveness—that is, they
form a hierarchy. For any individual, the functions are
arranged such that the dominant > auxiliary > tertiary >
inferior. Because type dynamics is explicitly couched in
terms of four separate functions (dominant, auxiliary,

tion there is a relatively unconscious, auxiliary function
which is in every respect different from the nature of the 
primary function” (pp. 405–406, italics added). This
view led to the alternating order of attitude relation-
ships that is central to type dynamics.

Because the dominant and auxiliary processes are
in every respect different, Myers (1962) concluded that the
dominant and auxiliary processes provide balance, that
one must be extraverted and the other introverted, and
one must be for a perceiving function (i.e., S or N) and
the other a judging function (i.e., T or F) (McCaulley,
1999). Because all types are presumed to use their dom-
inant process in their preferred attitude, for Myers the
J–P preference pair identifies whether a perceiving (S or
N) or judging (T or F) function is extraverted.

There are three operationally distinct approaches
to type dynamics that determine how type dynamics
groups are formed or identified. Although there is a
disagreement about the correctness of these alterna-
tives, the rules for forming type dynamics groups based
on each approach are established and operationalized
in the MBTI instrument. One view introduced by
Grant, Thompson, and Clarke (1983) and elaborated
by Brownsword (1987, 1988), holds that both the
dominant and tertiary functions occur in the preferred
attitude, and the auxiliary and inferior functions in 
the less preferred attitude. This produces an alternating
pattern of expression in the E and I attitudes, which 
we hereafter refer to as the Grant-Brownsword model.
Another view described in the MBTI Manual (Myers &
McCaulley, 1985; Myers et al., 1998) proposed that
only the dominant function operates in the preferred
attitude, whereas the auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior
functions are all expressed in the less preferred, oppo-
site attitude. Hereafter we refer to this view as the
Manual model. In contrast to these traditional, four-
function models of type dynamics, Beebe (1984) devel-
oped an eight-function model in which both the Jungian
functions (Sensing, Intuition, Thinking, and Feeling)
and their attitudes (Extraversion and Introversion) are
opposites along a given axis (e.g., EN is opposite to IS),
and hereafter we refer to this as the Beebe model.

The Grant-Brownsword, Manual, and Beebe mod-
els of type dynamics are based on the same groups and
cannot be compared directly. Accordingly, we report
the analyses for the Grant-Brownsword, Manual, and
Beebe models of type dynamics separately in Studies
1–3, respectively.

There are two issues central to type dynamics
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tertiary, and inferior), the appropriate research para-
digm for type dynamics research requires direct com-
parisons between these four type dynamics groups. For
example, an appropriate research paradigm would be a
between subjects design that includes direct compar-
isons for each function (S, N, T, or F) when each is
dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior. However,
research on type dynamics has been limited to compar-
isons between the dominant and auxiliary, with little if
any supporting evidence for the superiority of the dom-
inant function (e.g., McCray & Costa, 1989; Myers et
al., 1998). To our knowledge, this four-function research
paradigm has never been used to examine issues within
type dynamics, Accordingly, when low scores like the
ones used in this research indicate a greater or stronger
effect, type dynamics predicts the following: dominant
< auxiliary < tertiary < inferior.2

However, and quite separate from the established
rules that form type dynamics groups, the dominant
and auxiliary functions are clearly demarcated from the
tertiary and inferior functions. It is necessarily the case
that the dominant and auxiliary functions always
include a particular preference (e.g., S), whereas the ter-
tiary and inferior functions always include the opposite
function (e.g., N). For example, the eight dominant and
auxiliary Sensing types in TABLE 1 include an S (e.g.,
ESTP), whereas the eight tertiary and inferior Sensing
types include an N (e.g., ENFJ). Although type dynam-
ics is articulated in terms of individual functions, the
structure always includes both a particular function and
its opposite. In this sense, type dynamics groups are
confounded with each functional preference and its
opposite. An alternative hypothesis that emphasizes the
preference pairs predicts the following: dominant =
auxiliary < tertiary = inferior (dominant & auxiliary <
tertiary & inferior).2

This research examined the Grant-Brownsword
model using the four-function research paradigm both
in its general form in which Extraversion and
Introversion are combined and separately when the
dominant function is extraverted and when it is intro-
verted (TABLE 1). Each function (S, N, T, or F) was
examined when each was dominant, auxiliary, tertiary,
and inferior. Considering this four-function paradigm,
the primary objective was to examine specific predic-
tions from type dynamics compared to specific predic-
tions from the alternative, preference pairs hypothesis.
Specifically, the strongest evidence for type dynamics
occurs when the dominant < auxiliary < tertiary < 

inferior. Somewhat weaker support for type dynamics
occurs when the dominant < auxiliary or the tertiary <
inferior. By contrast, the strongest evidence for the 
preference pairs hypothesis occurs when the dominant
= auxiliary < tertiary = inferior (dominant & auxiliary 
< tertiary & inferior). Any differences between the fre-
quencies of these two qualitatively different predictions
establish the differential effectiveness of either type
dynamics or the preference pairs hypothesis.

Finally, it is axiomatic within type theory and type
dynamics that Extraverts externalize their dominant or
best function, whereas Introverts internalize their dom-
inant or best function and externalize their auxiliary 
or second best function (e.g., Myers et al., 1998).
Accordingly, type theory predicts clearer (i.e., more 
visible) effects for Extraversion than for Introversion.
This research also examined predictions from type
dynamics applied to the E and I attitudes.

METHOD
Subjects. The sample is part of an established MBTI
database developed initially to examine the MBTI pref-
erences (Harker, Reynierse, & Komisin, 1998) and the
MBTI Expanded Analysis Report (EAR) subscales
(Harker & Reynierse, 1999; Reynierse & Harker,
1999). Subsequently, the database has been reanalyzed
to examine several additional problems and issues for
MBTI-derived type theory.

The primary sample consisted of 770 individuals
who completed MBTI Form F, the Expanded Analysis
Report (EAR; i.e., MBTI Form K), or the Type
Differentiation Indicator (TDI; i.e., MBTI Form J).
Within this group, there were 314 men (40.8%) and
456 women (59.2%). Each of these individuals identi-
fied someone who knew him or her well, and this 
person then rated him or her on a questionnaire. This
rater sample consisted of 404 spouses (52.5%) and 366
nonspouses (47.5%), another family member, a co-
worker, or a friend. TABLE 2 summarizes the distribu-
tion and percentages of the preferences, preference
pairs, and MBTI types for the primary sample.

Rating Questionnaire. The raters completed a
six-page, 276-item questionnaire for each person in the
primary sample. The individual words and descriptive
phrases came from several MBTI-related sources includ-
ing the following: (1) words and phrases used as behav-
ior descriptors for the 20 EAR subscales (Saunders,
1989); (2) type descriptors from Portraits of Type,
usually from the Adjective Check List (Thorne &
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The Sixteen Complete Types

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ
n = 68 n = 68 n = 35 n = 67
(8.8%) (8.8%) (4.5%) (8.7%)
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP
n = 25 n = 38 n = 54 n = 42
(3.2%) (5.1%) (7.0%) (5.4%)
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

+ +

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP
n = 21 n = 25 n = 79 n = 64
(2.7%) (3.2%) (10.3%) (8.3%)
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + +

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ
n = 42 n = 51 n = 37 n = 54
(5.4%) (6.6%) (4.8%) (7.0%)
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + +

Dichotomous Preferences

E n = 373 (48.4%)
I n = 397 (51.6%)

S n = 338 (43.9%)
N n = 432 (56.1%)

T n = 383 (49.7%)
F n = 387 (50.3%)

J n = 422 (54.8%)
P n = 348 (45.2%)

Pairs and Temperaments

IJ n = 238 (30.9%)
IP n = 159 (20.6%)
EP n = 189 (24.5%)
EJ n = 184 (23.9%)

ST n = 156 (20.3%)
SF n = 182 (23.6%)
NF n = 205 (26.6%)
NT n = 227 (29.5%)

SJ n = 229 (29.7%)
SP n = 109 (14.2%)
NP n = 239 (31.0%)
NJ n = 193 (25.1%)

TJ n = 231 (30.0%)
TP n = 152 (19.7%)
FP n = 196 (25.5%)
FJ n = 191 (24.8%)

IN n = 198 (25.7%)
EN n = 234 (30.4%)
IS n = 199 (25.8%)
ES n = 139 (18.1%)

ET n = 181 (23.5%)
EF n = 192 (24.9%)
IF n = 195 (25.3%)
IT n = 202 (26.2%)

James H. Reynierse and John B. Harker.

Jungian Types (E) Jungian Types (I) Dominant Types
n % n % n %

E–TJ 96 12.5 I–TP 67 8.7 Dt. T 163 21.2
E–FJ 88 11.4 I–FP 92 11.9 Dt. F 180 23.4
ES–P 46 6.0 IS–J 136 17.7 Dt. S 182 23.6
EN–P 143 18.6 IN–J 102 13.2 Dt. N 245 31.8

Table 2. Type Distribution of the Primary Sample.

N = 770 + = 1% of N
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Gough, 1991); (3) the brief descriptors of the 16 types
(Hirsh & Kummerow, 1987); (4) the behavioral descrip-
tors of the Individual Talent Survey, a DISC-type test
with implied bipolarity that has known MBTI related-
ness (ITS Manual, 1976; Reynierse & Harker, 2005a);
and (5) because the original list of Perceiving items was
short, 11 additional items were brainstormed by the
authors to augment the Perceiving dimension, of which
5 were validated as Perceiving items and 6 were vali-
dated for other preferences (Harker et al., 1998). One
objective in developing this questionnaire was to pre-
serve the positive tone of the MBTI. Although selected
items were primary positive descriptors, the item pool
did include some relatively negative descriptors.
However, unflattering items, including words with the
prefix “un” or “in,” were generally excluded. Collectively,
these 276 descriptors were treated as separate depend-
ent variables and external criteria for evaluating the
MBTI measure and type relationships.

The raters checked an appropriate box to make
judgments about how each item applied to the person
they were rating, using a 5-point scale in which 1 =
strongly applies, 2 = most of the time, 3 = some of the
time, 4 = seldom applies, and 5 = definitely not. A sixth
box was available for raters who were unable to make a
judgment or did not understand the meaning of a par-
ticular word or phrase. Accordingly, for this research
low rating scores indicate a greater or stronger effect.

Procedure. The established database of MBTI
preference scores and rater scores for the 276 descrip-
tors was analyzed further in several ways. Descriptors
selected for analysis were S, N, T, and F descriptors with
established MBTI meaningfulness and relatedness iden-
tified by Harker et al. (1998) and Reynierse and Harker
(2001a). A total of 91 descriptors were analyzed—17 S,
26 N, 25 T, and 23 F items. One S item, “Stress avoider,”
was not significant under the conditions of this research
and was discarded. The remaining 90 items are pre-
sented in TABLE 3.

Grant-Brownsword model type dynamics groups
are formed according to three rules as described earlier
(Brownsword, 1987, 1988). The groupings for the
dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior functions for
S, N, T, and F as formed by these rules are summarized
in TABLE 1 (Brownsword).

The questionnaire ratings for individual items
were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and individual
means compared by Duncan’s test of means using the
CSS: Statistica statistical analysis package (CSS: STATIS-
TICA Manual, 1995). In each case, the dominant, auxil-

iary, tertiary, and inferior conditions were examined.
One set of statistical analyses examined the four type
dynamics groups across the E and I attitudes (i.e., E and
I were combined). A second set of statistical analyses
examined the four type dynamics groups separately as
expressed for the E and I attitudes.

Finally, the expression of type dynamics effects in
the E and I attitudes are confounded with the first letter
of several MBTI types. For example, although ISFP and
ISTP types are auxiliary Sensing Extraverted (Se) groups
(TABLE 1), they are introverted types that include the 
I preference. To control for this second source of con-
founding, parallel statistical analyses examined the four
type dynamics groups based strictly on the first letter of
the MBTI types (i.e., there was a set of E groups and a
set of I groups). Distinctions between the control condi-
tions and those of type dynamics are complex and may
be confusing.1 Note then that these control conditions
are based on the straightforward relationship with the
MBTI preferences and not the operations or nomencla-
ture used by type dynamics.

The magnitude of E and I effects (i.e., whether I
effects were less visible than E effects and therefore were
rated higher) were evaluated by sign tests (Siegel,
1956). Sign tests compared E and I conditions for the
type dynamics effects and the E–I preference control
groups. In each case, separate sign tests were conducted
for S, N, T, and F effects for the complete set of items for
each function.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most (94.1%) of the ANOVA main effects were signifi-
cant, often with extremely low probabilities (e.g., at p <
.0000 or lower). Similarly, many significant effects
occurred for the individual comparisons, and these too
had extremely low probabilities. Analysis of the domi-
nant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior type dynamics
groups produced statistically significant effects that
extended to almost every item and analysis. In order to
conserve space, these many individual statistical effects
are not presented.3 Rather, TABLE 4 summarizes the 
frequency and percentage of significant effects (alpha =
.05 or less) for the type dynamics and preference pairs
hypothesis predictions when S, N, T, and F were domi-
nant, auxiliary, tertiary, or inferior. The results include
effects for each function in which E and I are combined
and in which expression in the E and I attitudes are pre-
sented separately. The results for the E and I type
dynamics control groups for S, N, T, and F are also sum-
marized in TABLE 4.

Journal of Psychological Type®, Volume 68, October 2008
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Table 3. Sensing (S), Intuition (N), Thinking (T), and Feeling (F) Items Analyzed for Type Dynamics
Effects.

Sensing (S) Items Intuition (N) Items Thinking (T) Items Feeling (F) Items

Conformist

Conservative

Structure oriented

Likes things settled

Traditional

Likes tried methods

Factual 

Literal

Likes tested routines

Concrete

Structured

Cautious

Realistic

Avoids drawing attention
to self

Exact

Narrow

Imaginative

Unconventional

Abstract

Visionary

Creative

Uncomfortable with 
routines

Restless

Idea-oriented

Original

Inventive

Wide interests

Inquisitive

Individualistic

Questioning

Conceptual thinker

Stimulating

Communicator

Ingenious

Insightful

Perceptive

Seeks knowledge

Theoretical

Introspective

Reflective

Enjoys role of scholar

Intellectually independent

Analytical

Logical

Enjoys pressure

Competitive

Decisive

Enterprising

Rational

Assertive

Objective

Independent

Confident

Firm

Values cleverness

Demanding

Thinker

Forceful

Dominant

Critical

Self-determined

Initiator

Activity oriented

Aggressive

Persuasive

Opportunistic

Outspoken

Soft-hearted

Feeling

Compassionate

Emotional

Empathetic

Likes harmony

Warm

Sensitive

Dreamy

Soft 

Caring

Sympathetic

Seeks harmony

Timid

Lenient

Obliging

Kind

Sentimental

Hesitant

Inhibited

Meek

Mild

Modest

Type dynamics and the preference pairs hypothesis
make different predictions. Thus, for these data the
strongest evidence for type dynamics would have
occurred when the dominant < auxiliary < tertiary <
inferior. However, this empirical relationship never
occurred. By contrast, for these data the strongest evi-
dence for the preference pairs hypothesis occurred
when the dominant = auxiliary < tertiary = inferior
(dominant & auxiliary < tertiary & inferior), and this
empirical effect occurred 106 (39.3%) times. TABLE 4
shows that there were 22 statistically significant effects

for S (45.8%), 27 for N (34.6%), 30 for T (40.0%), and
27 for F (39.1%) in which the dominant = auxiliary <
tertiary = inferior (dominant & auxiliary < tertiary &
inferior).

Although statistically significant, there were many
lesser effects that did not discriminate between the
competing hypotheses. For example, for the S item
“Structured” there was a dominant < tertiary & inferior
effect for the “S condition,” and for the S item
“Cautious” there was an auxiliary < tertiary effect for the
“Se condition.” These lesser effects were not included in
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Table 4. Frequency and Percentage of the Type Dynamics and Preference Pairs Hypothesis 
Predictions for Grant-Brownsword Model, E and I Preference Control, and Manual Model Conditions.2

S 0 3 (18.8%) 0 11 (68.8%) 0
Se1 0 0 0 0 7 (43.8%)
Si 0 4 (25.0%) 0 11(68.8%) 1 (6.2%)

N 0 1 (3.8%) 4 (15.4%) 16 (61.5%) 0
Ne 0 2 (7.7%) 4 (15.4%) 6 (23.1%) 3 (11.5%)
Ni 0 3 (11.5%) 1 (3.8%) 5 (19.2%) 4 (15.4%)

T 0 0 0 19 (76.0%) 0
Te 0 9 (36.0%) 4 (16.0%) 8 (32.0%) 0
Ti 0 1 (4.0%) 1 (4.0%) 3 (12.0%) 14 (56.0%)

F 0 1 (4.3%) 0 11 (47.8%) 9 (39.1%)
Fe 0 0 0 11 (47.8%) 6 (26.1%)
Fi 0 4 (17.4%) 5 (21.7%) 5 (21.7%) 10 (43.5%)

Total 0 28 (10.4%) 19 (7.0%) 106 (39.3%) 54 (20.0%)

ES 0 1 (6.2%) 0 1 (6.2%) 7 (43.8%)
IS 0 4 (25.0%) 0 3 (18.8%) 5 (31.2%)

EN 0 1 (3.8%) 0 4 (15.4%) 3 (11.5%)
IN 0 3 (11.5%) 0 11 (42.3%) 1 (3.8%)

ET 0 3 (12.0%) 0 8 (32.0%) 6 (24.0%)
IT 0 0 0 7 (28.0%) 2 (8.0%)

EF 0 0 0 9 (39.1%) 6 (26.1%)
IF 0 0 0 15 (65.2%) 2 (8.7%)

Total 0 12 (6.7%) 0 58 (65.2%) 32 (17.8%)

S 0 3 (18.8%) 0 11 (68.8%) 0
Se 0 0 0 0 8 (50.0%)
Si 1 (6.2%) 4 (25.0%) 4 (25.0%) 3 (18.8%) 0

N 0 1 (3.8%) 4 (15.4%) 16 (61.5%) 0
Ne 0 3 (11.5%) 0 9 (34.6%) 2 (7.7%)
Ni 0 3 (11.5%) 2 (7.7%) 4 (15.4%) 1 (3.8%)

T 0 0 0 18 (72.0%) 1 (4.0%)
Te 0 10 (40.0%) 4 (16.0%) 6 (24.0%) 1 (4.0%)
Ti 0 1 (4.0%) 0 1 (4.0%) 14 (56.0%)

F 0 1 (4.3%) 0 11 (47.8%) 9 (39.1%)
Fe 0 0 0 11 (47.8%) 8 (34.8%)
Fi 0 5 (21.7%) 0 9 (39.1%) 6 (26.1%)

Total 1 (0.4%) 31 (11.5%) 14 (5.2%) 99 (36.7%) 50 (18.5%)

MBTI 
Condition

Dom. < Aux. <
Tert. < Inf.

Dom. < Aux. Tert. < Inf. Dom. = Aux. <
Tert. = Inf.

Reversals

Type Dynamics Predictions Preference Pairs
Predictions

Grant-Brownsword Model (Study 1)

E and I Controls (Studies 1 and 2)

Manual Model (Study 2)
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TABLE 4, and we do not interpret them further.
More importantly, cases in which dominant < 

auxiliary or tertiary < inferior are particular effects that
support type dynamics theory, and variations of this
occurred on 47 (17.4%) separate occasions. By contrast,
cases in which dominant > auxiliary, tertiary, or inferior
(or any combination thereof) contradict type dynamics
theory, and variations of such type dynamics reversals
occurred 54 (20.0%) times.

The control conditions summarized in TABLE 4
reflect strictly E and I conditions as identified by the
MBTI E–I preference pair. Although conventional type
dynamics groups were compared directly, type dynam-
ics theory neither addresses nor recognizes these partic-
ular groups and therefore makes no specific predictions
about them. Still, the type dynamics expectation that
the dominant < auxiliary < tertiary < inferior never
occurred for any of these comparisons. By contrast, the
preference pairs hypothesis that the dominant = auxil-
iary < tertiary = inferior (dominant & auxiliary < terti-
ary & inferior) again was confirmed often. Collectively,
these results suggest that the preference pairs hypothe-
sis successfully accounted for both the type dynamics
and E–I control conditions and is superior to a type
dynamics interpretation of these data. At the same time,
significant effects were clearly not uniform across 
the various conditions, and 32 (17.8%) contradictory
effects occurred, suggesting that the preference pairs
hypothesis is an incomplete explanation and that
additional variables were at work here.

This research provided little support for type
dynamics, and it is particularly noteworthy that the
prediction that differentiates type dynamics from the
preference pairs hypothesis (i.e., that the dominant <
auxiliary < tertiary < inferior) never occurred. Similarly,
although several effects (47) occurred that uniquely
support type dynamics, this is weakened by the fact
that even more effects (54) occurred that contradict it.
Although the empirical fit presented here is imperfect,
the preference pairs hypothesis accounted for these
results more effectively and parsimoniously than the
Grant-Brownsword model of type dynamics (Browns-
word, 1987, 1988; Grant et al., 1983).

A summary of the magnitude of E and I effects,
that is, whether I effects were less visible than E effects
and therefore were rated higher (less observed), is pre-
sented in TABLE 5. For the Grant-Brownsword type
dynamics groups, there were no significant effects
between E and I (i.e., the frequency of higher [less

observed] ratings occurred about as often regardless of
whether the expression of the S, N, T, or F function was
extraverted or introverted). By contrast, for the E–I 
control groups, there were significant effects between E
and I for almost every comparison, with clear results for
the N and T conditions. These analyses provided some
support for the idea that type effects are more obvious
for Extraverts and are less visible for Introverts, but only
when the E and I conditions are based on the MBTI 
E–I preference pair. In other words, E and I effects were
caused by the direct role of the E–I preference, and 
not by the expression of effects in the Jungian E or I 
attitudes established by type dynamics.

STUDY 2
Competing models of type dynamics disagree about
which attitude is used by the tertiary function. The
Grant-Brownsword model (Brownsword, 1987, 1988;
Grant et al., 1983) of Study 1 holds that both the dom-
inant and tertiary functions occur in the preferred 
attitude, and the auxiliary and inferior functions in the
less preferred attitude. By contrast, the Manual model
(Myers & McCaulley, 1985; Myers et al., 1998) pro-
posed that only the dominant function operates in the
preferred attitude and that the auxiliary, tertiary, and
inferior functions are all expressed in the less preferred,
opposite attitude. Although this disagreement reflects
different interpretations of Jung, the adequacy of each
model is primarily an empirical question dependent
upon the effectiveness of the alternative operations that
form or identify type dynamics classes. Thus, Study 1
examined the type dynamics classes formed by the
Grant-Brownsword model operations (rules) and
showed that these type dynamic classes did not produce
the expected hierarchy (order) effects for these classes.
Study 2 examined the type dynamics classes formed by
the Manual model operations and inquired whether this
model is an effective predictor of type dynamics effects.

The present research paralleled that of Study 1 and
used the same four-function research paradigm both in
its general form in which Extraversion and Introversion
are combined, and separately when the dominant func-
tion is extraverted and when it is introverted. Similarly,
because type theory predicts clearer (i.e., more visible)
effects for Extraversion compared to Introversion, this
research also examined predictions from type dynamics
applied to the E and I attitudes as formed by the Manual
model.
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Table 5. Frequency of Higher Ratings (Less Observed) for the E and I Conditions for the Type
Dynamics and the E–I Control Groups.1

Groups E Condition I Condition z-score p-value

S Effects Se = 29 Si = 38 0.98 n.s.

N Effects Ne = 58 Ni = 46 1.08 n.s.

T Effects Te = 49 Ti = 50 0 n.s.

F Effects Fe = 48 Fi = 42 0.53 n.s.

Grant-Brownsword Type Dynamics Groups

S Effects ES = 43 IS = 24 2.20 < .05*

N Effects EN = 44 IN = 60 3.04 < .001

T Effects ET = 24 IT = 75 5.02 < .0001

F Effects EF = 48 EF = 42 0.53 n.s.

E–I Control Groups

S Effects Se = 40 Si = 27 1.47 n.s.

N Effects Ne = 64 Ni = 40 2.26 < .05*

T Effects Te = 56 Ti = 43 1.41 n.s.

F Effects Fe = 48 Fi = 42 0.53 n.s.

Manual Model Type Dynamics Groups

*two-tailed in opposite, nonpredicted direction

METHOD
The sample, rating questionnaire, and individual items
were identical to those detailed in Study 1. Manual
model rules and groups were identical to the Grant-
Brownsword rules and groups except that for the
Manual model only the dominant function operates in
the preferred attitude, and the auxiliary, tertiary, and
inferior functions are all expressed in the less preferred,
opposite attitude. Accordingly, only the tertiary groups
differ and the groupings for the tertiary functions for S,
N, T, and F as formed by the Manual model rules
(Myers & McCaulley, 1985; Myers et al., 1998) are
summarized in TABLE 6. Comparison of the tertiary
functions in TABLES 1 AND 6 illustrate this relationship.
For example, the Tertiary Sensing extraverted group in
TABLES 1 AND 6 shows that the MBTI ENFJ and ENTJ
types are expressed in the preferred E attitude for the
Grant-Brownsword model (TABLE 1), whereas the
MBTI INFP and INTP types (introverted types) are
expressed in the less preferred E attitude for the Manual
model (TABLE 6).

The questionnaire ratings for individual items
were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and individual

means compared by Duncan’s test of means using 
the CSS: Statistica statistical analysis package (CSS:
STATISTICA Manual, 1995). One set of statistical analy-
ses examined the four type dynamics groups across the
E and I attitudes (i.e., E and I were combined). A 
second set of statistical analyses examined the four type
dynamics groups separately as expressed for the E and
I attitudes. As before, the magnitude of E and I effects
(i.e., whether I effects were less visible than E effects
and therefore were rated numerically higher) was eval-
uated by sign tests (Siegel, 1956).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Almost all (96.3%) of the ANOVA main effects were 
significant, often with extremely low probabilities (e.g.,
at p < .0000 or lower). Similarly, many significant effects
occurred for the individual comparisons, and these,
too, often had low probabilities. TABLE 4 presents a
summary of the frequency and percentage of significant
effects (alpha = .05 or lower) for the Manual model type
dynamics and preference pairs hypothesis predictions
when S, N, T, and F were dominant, auxiliary, tertiary,
or inferior. As in Study 1, for these data the strongest
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evidence for type dynamics occurred when the domi-
nant < auxiliary < tertiary < inferior, and this effect
occurred only once (0.4%), for the S item “Likes tested
routines” under the S Introverted (Si) condition. By
contrast, the strongest evidence for the preference pairs
hypothesis occurred when the dominant = auxiliary <
tertiary = inferior (dominant & auxiliary < tertiary &
inferior), and this empirical effect occurred 99 (36.7%)
times. TABLE 4 shows that there were 14 statistically 
significant effects for S (29.2%), 29 for N (37.2%), 
25 for T (33.3%), and 31 for F (44.9%) in which the
dominant = auxiliary < tertiary = inferior.

Although statistically significant, there were many
lesser or partial effects that did not discriminate
between the competing hypotheses, and we did not
interpret them further. More importantly, cases in which
dominant < auxiliary or tertiary < inferior are particular
effects that support type dynamics theory and variations
of this occurred 45 (16.7%) times. By contrast, cases in
which dominant > auxiliary, tertiary, or inferior (or any
combination thereof) contradict type dynamics theory,
and variations of such type dynamics reversals occurred
50 times (18.5%).

A summary of the magnitude of E and I effects
(i.e., whether I effects were less visible than E effects and
therefore were rated higher [less observed]) is presented
in TABLE 5. For the Manual model type dynamics
groups, there was only one significant effect between E
and I, for the N effects. However, the effect was in the
nonpredicted, opposite direction, as the frequency of
higher (less observed) ratings occurred more often

when N was extraverted (Ne) than when N was intro-
verted (Ni). By contrast, for the E–I control groups there
were interpretable significant effects between E and I 
for the N and T conditions. These results are almost
identical to those of Study 1 and provide some support
for the idea that type effects are more obvious for
Extraverts and are less visible for Introverts, but again
only when the E and I conditions are based on the
MBTI E–I preference pair.

The results for this series of analyses for the
Manual model of type dynamics paralleled those
obtained for the Grant-Brownsword model of type
dynamics. The primary results of these two studies are
summarized and compared in TABLE 7. It is clear that
the two studies produced almost identical results, 
with only minor differences distinguishing them. 
The Manual model of type dynamics is no better—
or worse—than the Grant-Brownsword model.
Collectively, these results indicate that neither the
Grant-Brownsword model nor the Manual models of
type dynamics are adequate to account for the reported
effects and relationships. However, these results are
consistent with the straightforward view that they
reflect a particular function or preference plus strict E
and I conditions identified by the MBTI E–I preference
pair.

STUDY 3
In contrast to the traditional four-function models of
type dynamics, Beebe (1984) developed an eight-func-
tion model in which both the Jungian functions

Table 6. Identification of the Tertiary Types According to the Manual Model of Type Dynamics
(Compare to Table 1).

Jungian 
Function MBTI Type Type Dynamics Category

Expressed
Jungian Attitude

Sensing INFP + INTP Tertiary Sensing extraverted E (Se)1

ENFJ + ENTJ Tertiary Sensing introverted I (Si)

Intuition ISTP + ISFP Tertiary Intuition extraverted E (Ne)
ESTJ + ESFJ Tertiary Intuition introverted I (Ni)

Thinking ISFJ + INFJ Tertiary Thinking extraverted E (Te)
ESFP + ENFP Tertiary Thinking introverted E (Ti)

Feeling ISTJ + INTJ Tertiary Feeling extraverted E (Fe)
ESTP + ENTP Tertiary Feeling introverted I (Fi)
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Table 7. Summary of Major Results Based on the Grant-Brownsword and the Manual Models of Type
Dynamics.2

Grant-Brownsword Model Manual Model

1. Dominant < auxiliary < tertiary < inferior effect 
never occurred.

2. Dominant = auxiliary < tertiary = inferior effect
occurred 106 times.

3. Specific support for type dynamics occurred 47
times.

4. Contradictions to type dynamics occurred 54 times.

5. Dominant = auxiliary < tertiary = inferior effect
occurred 58 times for the E–I control groups.

6. Type effects more visible for Extraverts than
Introverts, but only when E and I groups were
based on the MBTI E–I preference pair.

1. Dominant < auxiliary < tertiary < inferior effect
occurred only once.

2. Dominant = auxiliary < tertiary = inferior effect
occurred 99 times.

3. Specific support for type dynamics occurred 
46 times (includes one case where dominant 
< auxiliary < tertiary < inferior).

4. Contradictions to type dynamics occurred 50 times.

5. E–I control groups and data common to both 
studies—effect occurred 58 times.

6. Type effects more visible for Extraverts than
Introverts, but only when E and I groups were
based on the MBTI E–I preference pair. The 
one exception was in a nonpredicted direction.

(Sensing, Intuition, Thinking, and Feeling) and their
attitudes (Extraversion and Introversion) are opposites
along a given axis (e.g., EN is opposite to IS, a position
discussed in detail by Harris, 1996). Because each of
the four functions occur in both the E and I attitude,
Beebe’s model is fundamentally multidimensional. The
fact that the Beebe model explicitly includes the property
of multidimensionality makes it appealing for empirical
investigation and comparisons to traditional approaches
to type dynamics anchored in the MBTI measure.

Beebe’s (1984) first four functions parallel tradi-
tional type dynamics and include the relatively con-
scious dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior
functions. According to Beebe, the first (dominant) and
third (tertiary) function occur in one attitude (either 
E or I), whereas the second (auxiliary) and fourth 
(inferior) function occur in the opposite attitude. This
interpretation is identical to the Grant-Brownsword
model of type dynamics (Brownsword, 1987, 1988;
Grant et al., 1983) based on the MBTI  instrument
(Study 1). Beebe (1984) expanded this traditional view
to include four additional, unconscious (shadow) func-
tions that reverse the attitude of each of the first four
functions. For example, an ISTJ in traditional type the-
ory includes dominant Sensing introverted (position 1),
auxiliary Thinking extraverted (position 2), tertiary

Feeling introverted (position 3), and inferior Intuition
extraverted (position 4). Beebe’s theoretical framework
also includes the opposites of each of these conditions,
that is, Sensing extraverted (position 5), Thinking intro-
verted (position 6), Feeling extraverted (position 7),
and Intuition introverted (position 8). Beebe’s position
has become increasingly incorporated into MBTI-
derived views of psychological type (e.g., Clark, 2000;
Green, 1993; Hunziker, 2001) and Jungian psychology
(e.g., Harris, 1996). TABLE 8 presents a summary of
Beebe’s eight-function model as applied to each of the
16 MBTI types.

Working within the tradition of the Jungian ana-
lyst in clinical practice, Beebe (Beebe, 1984; Sandner &
Beebe, 1995) developed his position as a model for
therapists to understand better their individual patients
and to address misdiagnosis issues associated with the
application of traditional type theory. Beebe’s number-
ing system—the eight-functional positions—is some-
what arbitrary and is not intended to convey a sense of
hierarchy or “ladder of degrees of differentiation of the
functions.” Rather, each of the eight functions has its
own dynamics associated with a particular archetype.

By contrast, hierarchy is explicit with traditional
type dynamics—i.e., for any individual the four func-
tions are ordered in terms of individual preference and
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Table 8. Beebe’s Eight-Function Model of Type Dynamics (adapted from Clark, 2000).

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

1st (Dominant) Si1 Si Ni Ni Heroic

2nd (Auxiliary) Te Fe Fe Te Parental

3rd (Tertiary) Fi Ti Ti Fi Childlike

4th (Inferior) Ne Ne Se Se Idealized

5th Se Se Ne Ne Oppositional

6th Ti Fi Fi Ti Restrictive

7th Fe Te Te Fe Disarming

8th Ni Ni Si Si Undermining

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP

1st (Dominant) Ti Fi Fi Ti Heroic

2nd (Auxiliary) Se Se Ne Ne Parental

3rd (Tertiary) Ni Ni Si Si Childlike

4th (Inferior) Fe Te Te Fe Idealized

5th Te Fe Fe Te Oppositional

6th Si Si Ni Ni Restrictive

7th Ne Ne Se Se Disarming

8th Fi Ti Ti Fi Undermining

Position MBTI Type
Beebe 

Archetype4

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

1st (Dominant) Se Se Ne Ne Heroic

2nd (Auxiliary) Ti Fi Fi Ti Parental

3rd (Tertiary) Fe Te Te Fe Childlike

4th (Inferior) Ni Ni Si Si Idealized

5th Si Si Ni Ni Oppositional

6th Te Fe Fe Te Restrictive

7th Fi Ti Ti Fi Disarming

8th Ne Ne Se Se Undermining

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ

1st (Dominant) Te Fe Fe Te Heroic

2nd (Auxiliary) Si Si Ni Ni Parental

3rd (Tertiary) Ne Ne Se Se Childlike

4th (Inferior) Fi Ti Ti Fi Idealized

5th Ti Fi Fi Ti Oppositional

6th Se Se Ne Ne Restrictive

7th Ni Ni Si Si Disarming

8th Fe Te Te Fe Undermining
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effectiveness. Beebe recognized this hierarchical tradi-
tion as applied to the first four positions but indicated
that any sense of hierarchy “breaks down” when
applied to the shadow functions. Based on clinical
experience, he noted that many people “prefer to use
their opposing personality function (position 5) almost
as frequently as the superior (dominant) function.”4

Labeling and diagnosis issues are also central to
our analyses of type dynamics. The empirical research
of Studies 1 and 2, like Beebe’s (1984) clinical observa-
tions, challenge the adequacy of traditional models of
type dynamics, particularly the MBTI rules for forming
type dynamics groups and the “pointer variable” role of
the J–P preference pair for determining whether a func-
tion is extraverted or introverted.

The present research examined the Beebe (1984)
model of type dynamics within the context of the MBTI
instrument. Specifically, this study investigated the
presence of hierarchy in the Beebe model of type
dynamics. Because the Beebe model of type dynamics
shares the same sources of confounding as traditional
models of type dynamics in which the analyses did not
confirm hierarchy (Studies 1 and 2), we did not antici-
pate finding any hierarchy that differentiates Beebe’s
eight functions in any fixed, sequential order. However,
we did anticipate that Beebe’s functions, reinterpreted
within the context of the MBTI measure, would 
produce results that were orderly, systematic, and 
predictable. Thus, and as an alternative to any type
dynamics explanation, we expected that most effects
and relationships obtained for the Beebe model of 
type dynamics can be fully explained by three variables 
or principles—the individual functions as expressed in
the preference pairs, straightforward effects for the 
E–I preference pair independent of any type dynamics
requirements about the expression of the functions 
in the E and I attitudes, and the reality of preference
multidimensionality. Preference multidimensionality 
is an alternative to type dynamics that includes two 
fundamental ideas: first, that two or more MBTI prefer-
ences are often necessary to describe significant type
effects and relationships (Harker et al., 1998; Reynierse,
2000b; Reynierse & Harker, 2001a); and second, that
preference effects are proportional to their independent
association or contribution (i.e., the independently
larger preference will have a greater effect than the 
independently smaller preference). The contributions
of these variables were explored further in subsequent
studies in this series.

METHOD
The sample and rating questionnaire were identical to
those detailed in Study 1. The descriptors selected for
analysis were ES, IS, EN, IN, ET, IT, EF, and IF descrip-
tors identified by Harker et al. (1998) and Reynierse
and Harker (2001a).1 Because type dynamics effects are
expressed within the E and I attitudes and the Beebe
model is defined in terms of E–I combinations, items
were deliberately selected that included both the
Jungian functions and the E and I preferences. In some
cases these items reflected significant E–I x S–N or E–I
x T–F interactions, whereas in other cases the effects
were strictly additive. There were 57 descriptors that
met these requirements including 1 ES, 3 IS, 11 EN, 8
IN, 21 ET, 2 IT, 2 EF, and 9 IF items. (The descriptor
“intellectually independent” was used as both an IN and
IT item.) The complete set of descriptors is presented as
part of TABLE 13 in Study 4.ii

The questionnaire ratings for individual items
were analyzed by one-way ANOVA, with eight cells cor-
responding to the eight positions in Beebe’s model, and
individual means compared by Duncan’s test of means
using the CSS: Statistica statistical analysis package
(CSS: STATISTICA Manual, 1995). Accordingly, for each
Jungian group—either Se, Si, Ne, Ni, Te, Ti, Fe, or Fi—
the eight Beebe conditions (positions) that describe 
a particular function and attitude were compared. The
groupings for the various Beebe conditions are summa-
rized in TABLE 9.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All ANOVAs were significant, with F values ranging
from F (7, 762) = 2.61, p < .012 for the EN item
“Nervy” to F (7, 762) = 26.64, p < .0000 for the IS item
“Quiet.” Considering all 57 items, 47 were significant
with p < .0000 or lower. Similarly, many significant
effects occurred for the individual comparisons, and
these too often had extremely low probabilities.

The analysis of type effects across the eight Beebe
model positions produced a mixture of significant
effects that did not suggest a hierarchy for any of the
individual analyses. TABLE 10 illustrates the relationship
of effects for the Beebe model positions for a represen-
tative sample of descriptors. Clearly, these results do not
describe a sense of hierarchy or “ladder of degrees of
differentiation of the functions.” There were, however,
many contradictory results or reversals for the Beebe
positions, as 56 of the 57 items (98.2%) included at
least one reversal. Almost all of these items included at
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Table 9. Identification of Beebe Model Type Dynamics Conditions.

Se Groups

Groups1 Beebe Type Dynamics Condition MBTI Types

First (Dominant) Extraverted Sensing
Second (Auxiliary) Extraverted Sensing
Third (Tertiary) Extraverted Sensing
Fourth (Inferior) Extraverted Sensing
Fifth Extraverted Sensing
Sixth Extraverted Sensing
Seventh Extraverted Sensing
Eighth Extraverted Sensing

ESTP + ESFP
ISTP + ISFP
ENTJ + ENFJ
INTJ + INFJ
ISTJ + ISFJ
ESTJ + ESFJ
INTP + INFP
ENTP + ENFP

Si Groups First (Dominant) Introverted Sensing
Second (Auxiliary) Introverted Sensing
Third (Tertiary) Introverted Sensing
Fourth (Inferior) Introverted Sensing
Fifth Introverted Sensing
Sixth Introverted Sensing
Seventh Introverted Sensing
Eighth Introverted Sensing

ISTJ + ISFJ
ESTJ + ESFJ
INTP + INFP
ENTP + ENFP
ESTP + ESFP
ISTP + ISFP
ENTJ + ENFJ
INTJ + INFJ

Ne Groups First (Dominant) Extraverted Intuition
Second (Auxiliary) Extraverted Intuition
Third (Tertiary) Extraverted Intuition
Fourth (Inferior) Extraverted Intuition
Fifth Extraverted Intuition
Sixth Extraverted Intuition
Seventh Extraverted Intuition
Eighth Extraverted Intuition

ENTP + ENFP
INTP + INFP
ESTJ + ESFJ
ISTJ + ISFJ
INTJ + INFJ
ENTJ + ENFJ
ISTP + ISFP
ESTP + ESFP

Ni Groups First (Dominant) Introverted Intuition
Second (Auxiliary) Introverted Intuition
Third (Tertiary) Introverted Intuition
Fourth (Inferior) Introverted Intuition
Fifth Introverted Intuition
Sixth Introverted Intuition
Seventh Introverted Intuition
Eighth Introverted Intuition

INTJ + INFJ
ENTJ + ENFJ
ISTP + ISFP
ESTP + ESFP
ENTP + ENFP
INTP + INFP
ESTJ + ESFJ
ISTJ + ISFJ

Te Groups First (Dominant) Extraverted Thinking
Second (Auxiliary) Extraverted Thinking
Third (Tertiary) Extraverted Thinking
Fourth (Inferior) Extraverted Thinking
Fifth Extraverted Thinking
Sixth Extraverted Thinking
Seventh Extraverted Thinking
Eighth Extraverted Thinking

ESTJ +ENTJ
ISTJ + INTJ
ESFP +ENFP
ISFP + INFP
ISTP + INTP
ESTP + ENTP
ISFJ + INFJ
ESFJ + ENFJ
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least two reversals, with a maximum of four separate
reversals, often for multiple Beebe positions. For exam-
ple, for the Se item “Easy to Know,” Beebe position 6
was significantly less than Beebe positions 2, 4, and 5,
and Beebe position 8 was significantly less than Beebe
positions 4, 5, and 7 (TABLE 10).

From the perspective of preference multidimen-
sionality, however, Beebe’s eight positions share signifi-
cant MBTI content. In every case, the multidimensional
items of this study are described by the joint influence
of a particular attitude and function—either ES, IS, EN,
IN, ET, IT, EF, or IF—two of the MBTI preferences. The
eight Beebe positions include conditions for which both
preferences are shared (e.g., both E and S), for which
only an attitude is shared (e.g., E), for which only a
function is shared (e.g., S), and for which neither the
relevant attitude nor function is shared (e.g., I and N are

shared but not E and S).
For example, the ES item “Easy to Know” has

explicit MBTI composition or content that varies
depending on the particular Beebe position under 
the Sensing extraverted (Se) conditions (TABLE 9).
Specifically, Beebe’s positions 1 and 6 share both E and
S; positions 2 and 5 share the same relevant function (S)
but are I (not E) groups; positions 3 and 8 share the
same relevant attitude (E) but are N (not S) groups; and
positions 4 and 7 share I and N, that is, these positions
do not include either the relevant attitude (E) or rele-
vant function (S). There is the greatest relevant MBTI
content for positions 1 and 6 (both attitude and func-
tions are relevant and shared), intermediate relevant
MBTI content for positions 2 and 5 and positions 3 
and 8 (they share either a relevant function or attitude
but not both), and the least relevant MBTI content for
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Table 9. Identification of Beebe Model Type Dynamics Conditions. (continued)

Ti Groups

Groups1 Beebe Type Dynamics Condition MBTI Types

First (Dominant) Introverted Thinking
Second (Auxiliary) Introverted Thinking
Third (Tertiary) Introverted Thinking
Fourth (Inferior) Introverted Thinking
Fifth Introverted Thinking
Sixth Introverted Thinking
Seventh Introverted Thinking
Eighth Introverted Thinking

ISTP + INTP
ESTP + ENTP
ISFJ + INFJ
ESFJ + ENFJ
ESTJ+ ENTJ
ISTJ + INTJ
ESFP + ENFP
ISFP + INFP

Fe Groups First (Dominant) Extraverted Feeling
Second (Auxiliary) Extraverted Feeling
Third (Tertiary) Extraverted Feeling
Fourth (Inferior) Extraverted Feeling
Fifth Extraverted Feeling
Sixth Extraverted Feeling
Seventh Extraverted Feeling
Eighth Extraverted Feeling

ESFJ + ENFJ
ISFJ + INFJ
ESTP + ENTP
ISTP + INTP
ISFP + INFP
ESFP + ENFP
ISTJ + INTJ
ESTJ + ENTJ

Fi Groups First (Dominant) Introverted Feeling
Second (Auxiliary) Introverted Feeling
Third (Tertiary) Introverted Feeling
Fourth (Inferior) Introverted Feeling
Fifth Introverted Feeling
Sixth Introverted Feeling
Seventh Introverted Feeling
Eighth Introverted Feeling

ISFP + INFP
ESFP + ENFP
ISTJ + INTJ
ESTJ + ENTJ
ESFJ + ENFJ
ISFJ + INFJ
ESTP + ENTP
ISTP + INTP
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positions 4 and 7 (they share neither a relevant attitude
nor a relevant function). These relationships are appar-
ent by inspection of TABLE 9, which identifies the MBTI
types (and content) that comprise each Beebe position.

Although analysis of Beebe’s 8 positions did not
convey any sense of systematic hierarchy, there is an
inherent pattern to these results. Examination of the
rank order of each position provides a preliminary illus-
tration of this pattern. Beebe positions 1 and 6 are
ranked highest (have on average the lowest scores),
positions 2 and 5 and 3 and 8 are intermediate, and
positions 4 and 7 are ranked lowest and have the high-
est scores. The relative rankings of the eight Beebe 
positions are summarized in TABLE 11. The effects for
preference multidimensionality presented here are
examined more fully in Study 5.ii

Preference Multidimensionality and the Fallacy of
Type Dynamics: Part II (Studies 4–6) will be published
in the Journal of Psychological Type® in November 2008.
It will present three additional studies that untangle the
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confounding described in Part I and arrange the MBTI
preferences according to the ordinal relationships 
prescribed by their MBTI content.

ENDNOTES
1 The MBTI E–I preference pair is used in two categor-

ically different ways—in the straightforward relation-
ship between E–I and the other MBTI preferences 
or Jungian functions, and in the expression of the
functions in the Jungian attitudes of Extraversion and
Introversion. To differentiate these two usages, we
used conventional MBTI nomenclature (i.e., ES, IS,
EN, IN, ET, IT, EF, and IF) to identify strict combina-
tions of different MBTI preferences, in this case, rela-
tionships between E–I and the functions (S–N and
T–F). Similarly, because type dynamics departs from
this direct combination of the preferences and is artic-
ulated in terms of the expression of the functions 
in the E and I attitudes, we use conventional Jungian
nomenclature—i.e., Se, Si, Ne, Ni, Te, Ti, Fe, and Fi—

Table 10. Mean Rating Scores for Representative Items for the Beebe Model of Type Dynamics 
(Study 3).

Easy 
to know Se 8.57 2.11 2.35 2.00 2.74 2.47 1.86 2.62 2.06

Quiet Si 26.64 2.38 3.25 2.70 3.45 3.35 2.37 3.36 2.46

Stimulating Ne 12.32 1.89 2.21 2.08 2.61 2.15 1.91 2.54 2.11

Communi-
cator Ne 11.71 1.75 2.11 1.73 2.33 1.93 1.45 2.35 1.89

Theoretical Ni 6.38 2.33 2.73 3.11 2.99 2.80 2.74 3.06 3.08

Likes to 
read/write Ni 5.89 1.62 1.95 2.08 2.67 1.92 1.84 2.20 2.12

Confident Te 7.60 1.69 1.96 2.26 2.29 2.16 1.78 2.29 1.94

Initiator Te 13.08 1.97 2.47 2.32 2.73 2.71 1.96 2.81 2.23

Competitive Te 13.65 1.88 2.21 2.58 2.84 2.34 1.78 2.97 2.47

Assertive Te 12.84 1.74 2.17 2.43 2.67 2.36 1.88 2.68 1.98

Analytical Ti 11.68 1.96 2.15 2.47 2.51 1.88 1.80 2.68 2.41

Emotional Fe 14.73 2.32 2.37 2.86 3.06 2.66 2.09 3.15 2.93

Timid Fi 14.74 3.50 3.99 3.87 4.51 3.90 3.35 4.30 3.84

Modest Fi 5.99 2.16 2.59 2.27 2.55 2.35 2.07 2.80 2.38

Item Group
1

Beebe Positions

F (p < .0000) Pos. 1 Pos. 2 Pos. 3 Pos. 4 Pos. 5 Pos. 6 Pos. 7 Pos. 8
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Table 11. Frequency of Rank Orders for Each Beebe Position and Presented for Paired (Preference
Multidimensional) Groups (N = 57)

Position 1 Position 6 Position 2 Position 5

Range 1–4 1–3 2–7 2–8

Rank 1 20 36 0 0

Rank 2 27 17 2 2

Rank 3 7 4 12 8

Rank 4 3 0 13 14

Rank 5 0 0 12 17

Rank 6 0 0 17 10

Rank 7 0 0 1 5

Rank 8 0 0 0 1

Median 2 1 5 5

(Both Function and Attitude) (Function Only)

Position 3 Position 8 Position 4 Position 7

Range 2–8 1–7 5–8 4–8

Rank 1 0 1 0 0

Rank 2 2 7 0 0

Rank 3 11 15 0 0

Rank 4 16 10 0 1

Rank 5 12 14 2 1

Rank 6 8 7 4 11

Rank 7 5 3 22 21

Rank 8 3 0 29 23

Median 4 4 8 7

(Attitude Only) (Neither Function nor Attitude)

to identify the expression of each Jungian function in
the E and I attitudes.

2 In order to conserve journal space and eliminate
repetitive, stilted statistical language, we have repeat-
edly used symbols such as < (less than) and = (equals)
to describe statistical relationships between the domi-
nant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior type dynamics
conditions. For example, the expression “dominant <
auxiliary < tertiary < inferior” is shorthand for “the
dominant is statistically significantly less than the 
auxiliary, which is statistically significantly less than
the tertiary, which is statistically significantly less than 
the inferior.” Similarly, the expression “dominant =
auxiliary < tertiary = inferior” is shorthand for “the
dominant is statistically equivalent (nonsignificant 
difference) to the auxiliary and both the dominant and

the auxiliary are statistically significantly less than 
the tertiary, which is statistically equivalent to the 
inferior.”

3 Tables of the significant effects for these analyses are
available from the authors.

4 John Beebe, personal communication.
5 The IN item “idealistic” included a significant effect

for P but was not analyzed further as it was significant
for I only in interaction.
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